
Zeegroen with pet Vrouwenpolder
Enjoy nature here in the subtropical garden and the sea nearby
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C
elebrate your holiday within walking distance from the beach in this brand new chalet park! From the porch you
enter the chalet, where every comfort and convenience is present. The living room with sitting area, dining area
offers all the space and a beautiful view of your terrace and the park. The kitchen has a dishwasher, microwave,
fridge with freezer, coffee maker and kettle. There are two bedrooms. One with a double bed and the other with two
single beds. The bathroom is equipped with a shower, toilet and sink.
The veranda invites you to enjoy yourself under the awning or to discover the park.

The holiday park is only a few hundred meters from the wide North Sea beach and the Veerse Meer. It consists of 25
luxury chalets, lying on a dead end lane on the edge of the subtropical garden. From the chalets you can walk
straight into the garden. Every guest can park the car (by their chalet). 
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Aktuelle Preise finden sie auf unserer Homepage.
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The holiday park is only a few hundred meters from the wide North Sea beach and the Veerse Meer. It consists of 25
luxury chalets, lying on a dead end lane on the edge of the subtropical garden. From the chalets you can walk
straight into the garden. Every guest can park the car (by their chalet). the subtropical garden. Here are several cozy
places with picnic tables. Here you can enjoy the green surroundings or read a book in peace. In the park and the
chalets our guests can use super fast free WiFi.

Vrouwenpolder is a cozy family seaside resort on the beach. It borders two beautiful natural areas between
Domburg and Vrouwenpolder: the Manteling (740 ha), a wide strip of land with dunes and forests and the Oranjezon
dune area (400 ha), with country houses and the impressive Westhove Castle. The Reddingsbrigade with a first aid
post is present from May to September, and of the inner well-being is also thought by the presence of a bakery, a
supermarket, ice cream parlor, various lifestyle shops, beach pavilions and restaurants. the subtropical garden. Here
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